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The World of a Tiny Insect-Zhang Daye 2013-12-04 "From the cry of a tiny insect, one can hear the sound of a vast
world. . . ." So begins Zhang Daye’s preface to The World of a Tiny Insect, his haunting memoir of war and its
aftermath. In 1861, when China’s devastating Taiping rebellion began, Zhang was seven years old. The Taiping
rebel army occupied Shaoxing, his hometown, and for the next two years, he hid from Taiping soldiers, local
bandits, and imperial troops and witnessed gruesome scenes of violence and death. He lost friends and family and
nearly died himself from starvation, illness, and encounters with soldiers on a rampage. Written thirty years later,
The World of a Tiny Insect gives voice to this history. A rare premodern Chinese literary work depicting a child’s
perspective, Zhang’s sophisticated text captures the macabre images, paranoia, and emotional excess that defined
his wartime experience and echoed through his adult life. The structure, content, and imagery of The World of a
Tiny Insect offer a carefully constructed, fragmented narrative that skips in time and probes the relationships
between trauma and memory, revealing both history and its psychic impact. Xiaofei Tian’s annotated translation
includes an introduction that situates The World of a Tiny Insect in Chinese history and literature and explores the
relevance of the book to the workings of traumatic memory.
Economic History of the Qing Dynasty-Li Shi The book is the volume of “Economic History of the Qing Dynasty”
among a series of books of “Deep into China Histories”. The earliest known written records of the history of China
date from as early as 1250 BC, from the Shang dynasty (c. 1600–1046 BC) and the Bamboo Annals (296 BC)
describe a Xia dynasty (c. 2070–1600 BC) before the Shang, but no writing is known from the period The Shang
ruled in the Yellow River valley, which is commonly held to be the cradle of Chinese civilization. However,
Neolithic civilizations originated at various cultural centers along both the Yellow River and Yangtze River. These
Yellow River and Yangtze civilizations arose millennia before the Shang. With thousands of years of continuous
history, China is one of the world's oldest civilizations, and is regarded as one of the cradles of civilization.The
Zhou dynasty (1046–256 BC) supplanted the Shang and introduced the concept of the Mandate of Heaven to
justify their rule. The central Zhou government began to weaken due to external and internal pressures in the 8th
century BC, and the country eventually splintered into smaller states during the Spring and Autumn period. These
states became independent and warred with one another in the following Warring States period. Much of
traditional Chinese culture, literature and philosophy first developed during those troubled times.In 221 BC Qin
Shi Huang conquered the various warring states and created for himself the title of Huangdi or "emperor" of the
Qin, marking the beginning of imperial China. However, the oppressive government fell soon after his death, and
was supplanted by the longer-lived Han dynasty (206 BC – 220 AD). Successive dynasties developed bureaucratic
systems that enabled the emperor to control vast territories directly. In the 21 centuries from 206 BC until AD
1912, routine administrative tasks were handled by a special elite of scholar-officials. Young men, well-versed in
calligraphy, history, literature, and philosophy, were carefully selected through difficult government
examinations. China's last dynasty was the Qing (1644–1912), which was replaced by the Republic of China in
1912, and in the mainland by the People's Republic of China in 1949.Chinese history has alternated between
periods of political unity and peace, and periods of war and failed statehood – the most recent being the Chinese
Civil War (1927–1949). China was occasionally dominated by steppe peoples, most of whom were eventually
assimilated into the Han Chinese culture and population. Between eras of multiple kingdoms and warlordism,
Chinese dynasties have ruled parts or all of China; in some eras control stretched as far as Xinjiang and Tibet, as
at present. Traditional culture, and influences from other parts of Asia and the Western world (carried by waves of
immigration, cultural assimilation, expansion, and foreign contact), form the basis of the modern culture of China.
In Manchuria-Michael Meyer 2015-02-17 In the tradition of In Patagonia and Great Plains, Michael Meyer's In
Manchuria is a scintillating combination of memoir, contemporary reporting, and historical research, presenting a
unique profile of China's legendary northeast territory. For three years, Meyer rented a home in the rice-farming
community of Wasteland, hometown to his wife's family. Their personal saga mirrors the tremendous change most
of rural China is undergoing, in the form of a privately held rice company that has built new roads, introduced
organic farming, and constructed high-rise apartments into which farmers can move in exchange for their land
rights. Once a commune, Wasteland is now a company town, a phenomenon happening across China that Meyer
documents for the first time; indeed, not since Pearl Buck wrote The Good Earth has anyone brought rural China
to life as Meyer has here. Amplifying the story of family and Wasteland, Meyer takes us on a journey across
Manchuria's past, a history that explains much about contemporary China--from the fall of the last emperor to
Japanese occupation and Communist victory. Through vivid local characters, Meyer illuminates the remnants of
the imperial Willow Palisade, Russian and Japanese colonial cities and railways, and the POW camp into which a
young American sergeant parachuted to free survivors of the Bataan Death March. In Manchuria is a rich and
original chronicle of contemporary China and its people.
The Qing Empire and the Opium War-Mao Haijian 2016-09-30 The Opium War of 1839-43, the first military
conflict to take place between China and the West, is a subject of enduring interest. Mao Haijian, one of the most
distinguished and well-known historians working in China, presents the culmination of more than ten years of
research in a revisionist reading of the conflict and its main Chinese protagonists. Mao examines the Qing
participants in terms of the moral standards and intellectual norms of their own time, demonstrating that actions
which have struck later observers as ridiculous can be understood as reasonable within these individuals' own
context. This English-language translation of Mao's work offers a comprehensive response to the question of why
the Qing Empire was so badly defeated by the British in the first Opium War - an answer that is distinctive and
original within both Chinese and Western historiography, and supported by a wealth of hitherto unknown detail.
The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895-S. C. M. Paine 2005-04-11 The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895 is a seminal
event in world history, yet it has been virtually ignored in Western literature. In the East, the focus of Chinese
foreign policy has been to undo its results whereas the focus of Japanese foreign policy has been to confirm them.
Japan supplanted China as the dominant regional power, disrupting the traditional power balance and fracturing
the previous international harmony within the Confucian world, leaving enduring territorial and political fault
lines that have embroiled China, Japan, Korea, Russia, and Taiwan ever since. The book examines the war through
the eyes of the journalists who filed reports from China, Japan, Russia, Europe, and the United States showing
how the war changed outside perceptions of the relative power of China and Japan and the consequences of these
changed perceptions, namely, the scramble for concessions in China and Japan's emergence as a great power.
Emperor Qianlong-Mark C. Elliott 2009 This new entry in the Longman Library of World Biography series offers
an intimate and provocative account of the Manchu emperor Qianlong (1711-1799), one of the world's great
empire-builders, who helped build the foundation of the modern Chinese nation. During the 64 years of Qianlong's
rule, China's population more than doubled, its territory increased by one-third, its cities flourished, and its
manufactures – tea, silk, porcelain – were principal items of international commerce. Based on original Chinese
and Manchu-language sources, and drawing on the latest scholarship, this is the biography of the man who, in
presiding over imperial China's last golden epoch, created the geographic and demographic framework of modern
China. This accessible account describes the personal struggles and public drama surrounding one of the major
political figures of the early modern age, with special consideration given to the emperor's efforts to rise above
ethnic divisions and to encompass the political and religious traditions of Han Chinese, Mongols, Tibetans, Turks,
and other peoples of his realm. In addition to becoming familiar with one of the most remarkable figures in world
history, readers will find that learning about Emperor Qianlong will add greatly to their appreciation of China's
place in the world of the eighteenth century and will deepen their understanding of China's place in the world
today.
The Taiping Rebellion 1851–66-Ian Heath 2010-08-03 The Taiping movement began as the Pai Shang-ti Hui (the
Society of God-Worshippers), founded in Kwangsi province in 1846 by Hung Hsiu-ch'uan. A sickly individual of
questionable sanity. Hung had become subject to visions which interpreted as demonstrating that he was Jesus
Christ's 'Divine Younger Brother', with God's mandate to govern China. This fascinating work by Ian Heath
examines the organisation, dress and weapons of forces on both sides of the Taiping Rebellion – a conflict which
saw the involvement of around 10 million troops during 15 years of conflict; as many as 600 cities change hands
time and time again; and 20-30 million deaths.
The Taiping Rebellion and the Western Powers-Ssu-yü Teng 1977
Stranger in the Shogun's City-Amy Stanley 2020-07-14 A vivid, deeply researched work of history that explores
the life of an unconventional woman during the first half of the 19th century in Edo—the city that would become
Tokyo—and a portrait of a great city on the brink of a momentous encounter with the West. The daughter of a
Buddhist priest, Tsuneno was born in a rural Japanese village and was expected to live a traditional life much like
her mother’s. But after three divorces—and a temperament much too strong-willed for her family’s approval—she
ran away to make a life for herself in one of the largest cities in the world: Edo, a bustling metropolis at its peak.
With Tsuneno as our guide, we experience the drama and excitement of Edo just prior to the arrival of American
Commodore Perry’s fleet, which transformed Japan. During this pivotal moment in Japanese history, Tsuneno
bounces from tenement to tenement, marries a masterless samurai, and eventually enters the service of a famous
city magistrate. Tsuneno’s life provides a window into 19th-century Japanese culture—and a rare view of an
extraordinary woman who sacrificed her family and her reputation to make a new life for herself, in defiance of

Autumn in the Heavenly Kingdom-Stephen R. Platt 2012-02-07 A gripping account of China’s nineteenth-century
Taiping Rebellion, one of the largest civil wars in history. Autumn in the Heavenly Kingdom brims with
unforgettable characters and vivid re-creations of massive and often gruesome battles—a sweeping yet intimate
portrait of the conflict that shaped the fate of modern China. The story begins in the early 1850s, the waning
years of the Qing dynasty, when word spread of a major revolution brewing in the provinces, led by a failed civil
servant who claimed to be the son of God and brother of Jesus. The Taiping rebels drew their power from the poor
and the disenfranchised, unleashing the ethnic rage of millions of Chinese against their Manchu rulers. This
homegrown movement seemed all but unstoppable until Britain and the United States stepped in and threw their
support behind the Manchus: after years of massive carnage, all opposition to Qing rule was effectively snuffed
out for generations. Stephen R. Platt recounts these events in spellbinding detail, building his story on two
fascinating characters with opposing visions for China’s future: the conservative Confucian scholar Zeng Guofan,
an accidental general who emerged as the most influential military strategist in China’s modern history; and Hong
Rengan, a brilliant Taiping leader whose grand vision of building a modern, industrial, and pro-Western Chinese
state ended in tragic failure. This is an essential and enthralling history of the rise and fall of the movement that,
a century and a half ago, might have launched China on an entirely different path into the modern world.
God's Chinese Son: The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom of Hong Xiuquan-Jonathan D. Spence 1996-12-17 "A
magnificent tapestry . . . a story that reaches beyond China into our world and time: a story of faith, hope,
passion, and a fatal grandiosity."--Washington Post Book World Whether read for its powerful account of the
largest uprising in human history, or for its foreshadowing of the terrible convulsions suffered by twentiethcentury China, or for the narrative power of a great historian at his best, God's Chinese Son must be read. At the
center of this history of China's Taiping rebellion (1845-64) stands Hong Xiuquan, a failed student of Confucian
doctrine who ascends to heaven in a dream and meets his heavenly family: God, Mary, and his older brother,
Jesus. He returns to earth charged to eradicate the "demon-devils," the alien Manchu rulers of China. His success
carries him and his followers to the heavenly capital at Nanjing, where they rule a large part of south China for
more than a decade. Their decline and fall, wrought by internal division and the unrelenting military pressures of
the Manchus and the Western powers, carry them to a hell on earth. Twenty million Chinese are left dead.
The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom-Thomas H. Reilly 2011-07-01 Occupying much of imperial China�s Yangzi River
heartland and costing more than twenty million lives, the Taiping Rebellion (1851-64) was no ordinary peasant
revolt. What most distinguished this dramatic upheaval from earlier rebellions were the spiritual beliefs of the
rebels. The core of the Taiping faith focused on the belief that Shangdi, the high God of classical China, had
chosen the Taiping leader, Hong Xiuquan, to establish his Heavenly Kingdom on Earth. How were the Taiping
rebels, professing this new creed, able to mount their rebellion and recruit multitudes of followers in their sweep
through the empire? Thomas Reilly argues that the Taiping faith, although kindled by Protestant sources,
developed into a dynamic new Chinese religion whose conception of its sovereign deity challenged the legitimacy
of the Chinese empire. The Taiping rebels denounced the divine pretensions of the imperial title and the sacred
character of the imperial office as blasphemous usurpations of Shangdi�s title and position. In place of the
imperial institution, the rebels called for restoration of the classical system of kingship. Previous rebellions had
declared their contemporary dynasties corrupt and therefore in need of revival; the Taiping, by contrast, branded
the entire imperial order blasphemous and in need of replacement. In this study, Reilly emphasizes the Christian
elements of the Taiping faith, showing how Protestant missionaries built on earlier Catholic efforts to translate
Christianity into a Chinese idiom. Prior studies of the rebellion have failed to appreciate how Hong Xiuquan�s
interpretation of Christianity connected the Taiping faith to an imperial Chinese cultural and religious context.
The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom shows how the Bible--in particular, a Chinese translation of the Old Testament-profoundly influenced Hong and his followers, leading them to understand the first three of the Ten
Commandments as an indictment of the imperial order. The rebels thus sought to destroy imperial culture along
with its institutions and Confucian underpinnings, all of which they regarded as blasphemous. Strongly
iconoclastic, the Taiping followers smashed religious statues and imperially approved icons throughout the lands
they conquered. By such actions the Taiping Rebellion transformed--at least for its followers but to some extent
for all Chinese--how Chinese people thought about religion, the imperial title and office, and the entire traditional
imperial and Confucian order. This book makes a major contribution to the study of the Taiping Rebellion and to
our understanding of the ideology of both the rebels and the traditional imperial order they opposed. It will appeal
to scholars in the fields of Chinese history, religion, and culture and of Christian theology and church history.
Imperial Twilight-Stephen R. Platt 2018-05-15 As China reclaims its position as a world power, Imperial Twilight
looks back to tell the story of the country’s last age of ascendance and how it came to an end in the nineteenthcentury Opium War. As one of the most potent turning points in the country’s modern history, the Opium War has
since come to stand for everything that today’s China seeks to put behind it. In this dramatic, epic story, awardwinning historian Stephen Platt sheds new light on the early attempts by Western traders and missionaries to
“open” China even as China’s imperial rulers were struggling to manage their country’s decline and Confucian
scholars grappled with how to use foreign trade to China’s advantage. The book paints an enduring portrait of an
immensely profitable—and mostly peaceful—meeting of civilizations that was destined to be shattered by one of
the most shockingly unjust wars in the annals of imperial history. Brimming with a fascinating cast of British,
Chinese, and American characters, this riveting narrative of relations between China and the West has important
implications for today’s uncertain and ever-changing political climate.
Rebels of the Heavenly Kingdom-Katherine Paterson 2008-09-01 Mei Lin, a woman warrior, and pigboy Wang Lee
find love, intrigue, adventure, and danger as rebels seeking to overthrow the Chinese emperor during the 1850s
amid the Taiping Rebellion.
Provincial Patriots-Stephen R. Platt 2007 From the Taiping Rebellion to the Chinese Communist movement, no
province in China gave rise to as many reformers, military officers, and revolutionaries as did Hunan. Platt offers
the first comprehensive study of why this province wielded such disproportionate influence.
The History of the Taiping Revolution-Augustus F. Lindley 2012-12-10 The Taiping Rebellion was a widespread
civil war in southern China from 1850 to 1864, against the ruling Manchu-led Qing Dynasty. It was led by
heterodox Christian convert Hong Xiuquan, who, having claimed to have received visions, maintained that he was
the younger brother of Jesus Christ. About 20 million people died, mainly civilians, in one of the deadliest military
conflicts in history Augustus Frederick Lindley (Lin-Le to his Taiping soldiers) was a Royal Navy officer who, along
with his wife Mary, joined the 1860 Taiping reform movement in China. He trained Taiping soldiers using modern
techniques, and Mary became a sniper. In 1863, Lindley returned to the UK. In 1866 he wrote and published this
book (Ti Ping Tien Kwoh: OR The History of the Taiping Revolution, including a narrative of the author's personal
adventures).
The Taiping Rebellion-Shunshin Chin 2018-10-24 Written by one of Japan' most popular modern authors, this is a
lively, readable, and immensely entertaining fictional portrayal of one of the epochal events of the nineteenth
century.
What Remains-Tobie Meyer-Fong 2013-03-27 The Taiping Rebellion was one of the costliest civil wars in human
history. Many millions of people lost their lives. Yet while the Rebellion has been intensely studied by scholars in
China and elsewhere, we still know little of how individuals coped with these cataclysmic events. Drawing upon a
rich array of primary sources, What Remains explores the issues that preoccupied Chinese and Western survivors.
Individuals, families, and communities grappled with fundamental questions of loyalty and loss as they struggled
to rebuild shattered cities, bury the dead, and make sense of the horrors that they had witnessed. Driven by
compelling accounts of raw emotion and deep injury, What Remains opens a window to a world described by
survivors themselves. This book transforms our understanding of China's 19th century and recontextualizes
suffering and loss in China during the 20th century.
The Boxer Rebellion and the Great Game in China-David J. Silbey 2012-03-27 The year is 1900, and Western
empires—both old and new—are locked in regional entanglements across the globe. The British are losing a bitter
war against the Boers while the German kaiser is busy building a vast new navy. The United States is struggling
to put down an insurgency in the South Pacific while the upstart imperialist Japan begins to make clear to
neighboring Russia its territorial ambition. In China, a perennial pawn in the Great Game, a mysterious group of
superstitious peasants is launching attacks on the Western powers they fear are corrupting their country. These
ordinary Chinese—called Boxers by the West because of their martial arts showmanship—rise up, seemingly out of
nowhere. Foreshadowing the insurgencies of the more recent past, they lack a centralized leadership and instead
tap into latent nationalism and deep economic frustration to build their army. Their battle cry: "Support the Qing,
exterminate the foreigners." Many scholars brush off the Boxers as an ill-conceived and easily defeated revolt, but
the military historian David J. Silbey shows just how close they came to beating back the combined might of all
the imperial powers. Drawing on the diaries and letters of allied soldiers and diplomats, Silbey paints a vivid
portrait of the short-lived war. Even though their cause ended just as quickly as it began, the bravery and
patriotism of the Boxers would inspire Chinese nationalists—including a young Mao Zedong—for decades to come.
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social conventions. Immersive and fascinating, Stranger in the Shogun’s City is a revelatory work of history,
layered with rich detail and delivered with beautiful prose, about the life of a woman, a city, and a culture.
Guide to Job Placement of the Mentally Restored-Dorothy Barclay 1965
Imperial China 900-1800-Frederick W. Mote 2003 In this history of China for the 900-year span of the late
imperial period, Mote highlights the personal characteristics of the rulers and dynasties and probes the cultural
theme of Chinese adaptations to recurrent alien rule. Generational events, personalities, and the spirit of the age
combine to yield a comprehensive history of the civilization.
Restless Empire-Odd Arne Westad 2012-08-28 As the twenty-first century dawns, China stands at a crossroads.
The largest and most populous country on earth and currently the world's second biggest economy, China has
recently reclaimed its historic place at the center of global affairs after decades of internal chaos and disastrous
foreign relations. But even as China tentatively reengages with the outside world, the contradictions of its
development risks pushing it back into an era of insularity and instability—a regression that, as China's recent
history shows, would have serious implications for all other nations. In Restless Empire, award-winning historian
Odd Arne Westad traces China's complex foreign affairs over the past 250 years, identifying the forces that will
determine the country's path in the decades to come. Since the height of the Qing Empire in the eighteenth
century, China's interactions—and confrontations—with foreign powers have caused its worldview to fluctuate
wildly between extremes of dominance and subjugation, emulation and defiance. From the invasion of Burma in
the 1760s to the Boxer Rebellion in the early 20th century to the 2001 standoff over a downed U.S. spy plane,
many of these encounters have left Chinese with a lingering sense of humiliation and resentment, and inflamed
their notions of justice, hierarchy, and Chinese centrality in world affairs. Recently, China's rising influence on the
world stage has shown what the country stands to gain from international cooperation and openness. But as
Westad shows, the nation's success will ultimately hinge on its ability to engage with potential international
partners while simultaneously safeguarding its own strength and stability. An in-depth study by one of our most
respected authorities on international relations and contemporary East Asian history, Restless Empire is essential
reading for anyone wishing to understand the recent past and probable future of this dynamic and complex
nation.
The Oxford Illustrated History of Modern China-Jeffrey N. Wasserstrom 2016-06-16 This lavishly illustrated
volume explores the history of China during a period of dramatic shifts and surprising transformations, from the
founding of the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912) through to the present day. The Oxford Illustrated History of Modern
China promises to be essential reading for anyone who wants to understand this rising superpower on the verge
of what promises to be the 'Chinese century', introducing readers to important but often overlooked events in
China's past, such as the bloody Taiping Civil War (1850-1864), which had a death toll far higher than the roughly
contemporaneous American Civil War. It also helps readers see more familiar landmarks in Chinese history in new
ways, such as the Opium War (1839-1842), the Boxer Uprising of 1900, the rise to power of the Chinese
Communist Party in 1949, and the Tiananmen protests and Beijing Massacre of 1989. This is one of the first major
efforts — and in many ways the most ambitious to date — to come to terms with the broad sweep of modern
Chinese history, taking readers from the origins of modern China right up through the dramatic events of the last
few years (the Beijing Games, the financial crisis, and China's rise to global economic pre-eminence) which have
so fundamentally altered Western views of China and China's place in the world.
"The Kingdom of God is Within You"-graf Leo Tolstoy 1894
The Shi King, the Old "Poetry Classic" of the Chinese-William Jennings 1891
Forgotten Ally-Rana Mitter 2013-09-10 A history of the Chinese experience in WWII, named a Book of the Year by
both the Economist and the Financial Times: “Superb” (The New York Times Book Review). In 1937, two years
before Hitler invaded Poland, Chinese troops clashed with Japanese occupiers in the first battle of World War II.
Joining with the United States, the Soviet Union, and Great Britain, China became the fourth great ally in a
devastating struggle for its very survival. In this book, prize-winning historian Rana Mitter unfurls China’s drama
of invasion, resistance, slaughter, and political intrigue as never before. Based on groundbreaking research, this
gripping narrative focuses on a handful of unforgettable characters, including Chiang Kai-shek, Mao Zedong, and
Chiang’s American chief of staff, “Vinegar Joe” Stilwell—and also recounts the sacrifice and resilience of everyday
Chinese people through the horrors of bombings, famines, and the infamous Rape of Nanking. More than any
other twentieth-century event, World War II was crucial in shaping China’s worldview, making Forgotten Ally both
a definitive work of history and an indispensable guide to today’s China and its relationship with the West.
Autumn-Ali Smith 2017-02-07 MAN BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST A New York Times, The Washington Post, NPR,
Financial Times, Southern Living, The Guardian, and Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year Long-listed for the
Gordon Burn Prize Autumn. Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness. That's what it felt like for Keats in 1819.
How about Autumn 2016? Daniel is a century old. Elisabeth, born in 1984, has her eye on the future. The United
Kingdom is in pieces, divided by a historic, once-in-a-generation summer. Love is won, love is lost. Hope is handin-hand with hopelessness. The seasons roll round, as ever. Ali Smith's new novel is a meditation on a world
growing ever more bordered and exclusive, on what richness and worth are, on what harvest means. It is the first
installment of her Seasonal quartet—four stand-alone books, separate yet interconnected and cyclical (as the
seasons are)—and it casts an eye over our own time. Who are we? What are we made of? Shakespearean jeu
d’esprit, Keatsian melancholy, the sheer bright energy of 1960s pop art: the centuries cast their eyes over our
own history making. Here’s where we’re living. Here’s time at its most contemporaneous and its most cyclic.
From the imagination of the peerless Ali Smith comes a shape-shifting series, wide-ranging in time-scale and lightfooted through histories, a story about aging and time and love and stories themselves.
The Boxer Rebellion-Diana Preston 2000-06-01 Portrays the dramatic human experience of the Boxer Rebellion
from both a Western and Chinese perspective, drawing on diaries, memoirs, and letters of those who lived
through this pivotal time in the history of China.
Ti-ping Tien-kwoh-Augustus F. Lindley 1866
China's Examination Hell-Ichisada Miyazaki 1981 Written by one of the foremost historians of Chinese
institutions, this book focuses on China's civil service examination system in its final and most elaborate phase
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during the Ch'ing dynasty. All aspects of this labyrinthine system are explored: the types of questions, the style
and form in which they were to be answered, the problem of cheating, and the psychological and financial
burdens of the candidates, the rewards of the successful and the plight of those who failed. Drawing on a wide
range of sources, including Chinese novels, short stories, and plays, this thought provoking and entertaining book
brings to vivid life the testing structure that supplied China's government bureaucracy for almost fourteen
hundred years. "Professor Miyazaki's informative work is concerned with a system. . . that was, in effect, . . . the
basic institution of Chinese political life, the real pillar which supported the imperial monarchy, the effective
vehicle for the aspirations and ambitions of the ruling class. Imperial China without the examination system for
the past thousand years and more would have developed in an entirely different way and might not have endured
as the continuing form of government over a huge empire."--Pacific Affairs "The most comprehensive narrative
treatment in any language of [this] enduring achievement of Chinese civilization."--American Historical Review
The Sacred Books of China-James Legge 1891
Laws from Heaven for Life on Earth-William Arnot 1859
The Water Kingdom-Philip Ball 2017-05-05 From the Yangtze to the Yellow River, China is traversed by great
waterways, which have defined its politics and ways of life for centuries. Water has been so integral to China’s
culture, economy, and growth and development that it provides a window on the whole sweep of Chinese history.
In The Water Kingdom, renowned writer Philip Ball opens that window to offer an epic and powerful new way of
thinking about Chinese civilization. Water, Ball shows, is a key that unlocks much of Chinese culture. In The
Water Kingdom, he takes us on a grand journey through China’s past and present, showing how the complexity
and energy of the country and its history repeatedly come back to the challenges, opportunities, and inspiration
provided by the waterways. Drawing on stories from travelers and explorers, poets and painters, bureaucrats and
activists, all of whom have been influenced by an environment shaped and permeated by water, Ball explores how
the ubiquitous relationship of the Chinese people to water has made it an enduring metaphor for philosophical
thought and artistic expression. From the Han emperors to Mao, the ability to manage the waters ― to provide
irrigation and defend against floods ― was a barometer of political legitimacy, often resulting in engineering
works on a gigantic scale. It is a struggle that continues today, as the strain of economic growth on water
resources may be the greatest threat to China’s future. The Water Kingdom offers an unusual and fascinating
history, uncovering just how much of China’s art, politics, and outlook have been defined by the links between
humanity and nature.
China at War-Hans van de Ven 2018-02-12 China’s mid-twentieth-century wars pose extraordinary interpretive
challenges. The issue is not just that the Chinese fought for such a long time—from the Marco Polo Bridge
Incident of July 1937 until the close of the Korean War in 1953—across such vast territory. As Hans van de Ven
explains, the greatest puzzles lie in understanding China’s simultaneous external and internal wars. Much is at
stake, politically, in how this story is told. Today in its official history and public commemorations, the People’s
Republic asserts Chinese unity against Japan during World War II. But this overwrites the era’s stark divisions
between Communists and Nationalists, increasingly erasing the civil war from memory. Van de Ven argues that
the war with Japan, the civil war, and its aftermath were in fact of a piece—a singular process of conflict and
political change. Reintegrating the Communist uprising with the Sino-Japanese War, he shows how the
Communists took advantage of wartime to increase their appeal, how fissures between the Nationalists and
Communists affected anti-Japanese resistance, and how the fractious coalition fostered conditions for revolution.
In the process, the Chinese invented an influential paradigm of war, wherein the Clausewitzian model of total war
between well-defined interstate enemies gave way to murky campaigns of national liberation involving diverse
domestic and outside belligerents. This history disappears when the realities of China’s mid-century conflicts are
stripped from public view. China at War recovers them.
The China Mirage-James Bradley 2015-04-21 "Bradley is sharp and rueful, and a voice for a more seasoned,
constructive vision of our international relations with East Asia." --Christian Science Monitor James Bradley
introduces us to the prominent Americans--including FDR's grandfather, Warren Delano--who in the 1800s made
their fortunes in the China opium trade. Meanwhile, American missionaries sought a myth: noble Chinese
peasants eager to Westernize. The media propagated this mirage, and FDR believed that supporting Chiang Kaishek would make China America's best friend in Asia. But Chiang was on his way out and when Mao Zedong
instead came to power, Americans were shocked, wondering how we had "lost China." From the 1850s to the
origins of the Vietnam War, Bradley reveals how American misconceptions about China have distorted our policies
and led to the avoidable deaths of millions. The China Mirage dynamically explores the troubled history that still
defines U.S.-Chinese relations today.
A Treatise on the Anger of God-Lactantius 2007-06-15 A thought-provoking work that offers a commentary on the
love and kindness of God as well as His fairness and anger. Lactantius dwells on these seemingly conflicting ideas
and beautifully expresses that God is compassionate yet impartial in meting out justice. Profound!
The Search for Modern China-Jonathan D. Spence 1990 Covering more than four centuries of Chinese history, this
work chronicles the various dynasties, the ideas of reformist Confucian scholars, and China's poets, novelists,
artists, students, and leaders
China's Last Empire-William T. Rowe 2010-02-15 In a brisk revisionist history, William Rowe challenges the
standard narrative of Qing China as a decadent, inward-looking state that failed to keep pace with the modern
West. This original, thought-provoking history of China's last empire is a must-read for understanding the
challenges facing China today.
Intern Nation: How to Earn Nothing and Learn Little in the Brave New Economy-Ross Perlin 2012-04-04 Presents
insights into the use of interns in a variety of firms and organizations, discussing the economic impact of
internships, their effect on business practices, and the ethical problems associated with them.
The Historic Unfulfilled Promise-Howard Zinn 2012-06-12 Zinn's articles for "The Progressive" (1980-2009) offer
timeless analysis and advocacy for freedom, democracy and social change in the US.
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